A FOND FAREWELL

It is with mixed emotions that we announce the departure of Dr. Ben Sun from the OHSU SIREN team. Dr. Sun has accepted the appointment of Chair of the Department of Emergency Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania starting Sept 1, 2018. Please join us in congratulating Dr. Sun on this well-deserved appointment. While we are overjoyed for Dr. Sun, we are sad to lose his leadership within our department and our network, and wish to thank Dr. Sun for all he has done to get the OHSU SIREN Network up and running.

Dr. Mo Daya, the Co-PI will assume the role of sole PI over the next couple of months. Since Dr. Daya and Dr. Sun have worked closely on SIREN leadership to date, we expect the transition from Co-PI to sole PI to be seamless. Should you have any concerns or question, please feel free to reach out to us at any point.

HOBIT READY?

✓ All study resources can be found at hobittrial.org
✓ Let us know where you’re at in readying your site. If you work through any challenges you feel it would useful to share with other sites, please let us know so we can help everyone progress towards study readiness.

BOOST III IS COMING

Latest is that the BOOST Notice of Grant Award (NOGA) should be issued in June to the CCC. If this is the first SIREN study your site is participating in, you should receive your contract from the CCC (sub-hubs), or OHSU (spoke sites), in July/August/Sept, depending on when the BOOST III contract rider is drafted. When more info is available on BOOST III we will send a separate e-mail communication to all participating sites.

GETTING TO KNOW YOU

REMINDER: We want to feature each network site through the coming year with a ‘team spotlight’ in our monthly newsletter. Introduce your team members, and your site in a paragraph or two.

CTMC WEBINAR

Join Dr. Robert Silbergleit 6/13/18 for the upcoming Webinar Topic: Specific Aims Development. For more information on this series: https://nett.umich.edu/training/ctmc/ctmc-webinars

Contact us: Jenny Cook, Coordinator
503-494-1230 cookjen@ohsu.edu